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Dear colleagues and friends, 
 
In the New Year’s wishes we sent out at the beginning of this year, we wrote that for a couple of years 
we had been hoping to hold our conference in Berlin. Last year at the general assembly in Newcastle, 
Ms. Ursula Flache and Mr. Christian Dunkel conveyed the willingness of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin 
to host our 2012 conference. A hope cherished by many among us has now come true. In point of 
fact, it is the second time that Berlin is hosting the EAJRS conference. The first time was in 1991. 
There is a personal episode attached to that 1991 conference. In that year I travelled to Berlin with a 
view to attending the European Association of Japanese Studies conference, which was hosted by the 
Japanisch-Deutsches Zentrum, then housed in the building which now houses the Japanese 
Embassy. Although Japan’s economic bubble had officially burst in 1990, the effects were not felt yet 
in circles of Japanese Studies, and the mood among the participants was as vibrant as in the heady 
days of the 1980s. The feeling of buoyancy and expectation was all the stronger in Berlin, since the 
divided city had only been reunited one year earlier. While attending the EAJS conference I found out 
that concurrently another conference was going on, one called the EAJRS conference, chaired by 
Prof. Gordon Daniels. Out of curiosity I went to listen in on the presentations of that less well-known 
organisation. I was charmed at once by the congenial mood as well as the highly informative 
presentations on resources, the raw materials of research. This marked the beginning of my interest in 
the activities of EAJRS, although I did not become a regular attendant right away.  
 
During the conference the participants to the EAJRS also made a memorable visit to the erstwhile 
Deutsche Staatsbibliothek in East Berlin, housed in the grand Wilhelmian style building on Unter den 
Linden, which used to be the national library of the German Democratic Republic (GDR) until the 
German reunification. An institutional remnant of a now defunct state, we found the library in a state of 
inertia. Walls and people bespoke the end of an era. Among the staff one could sense a mixture of 
relief and wary anticipation. The library was to be merged with the Staatsbibliothek in West Berlin in 
1992. On our visit we were guided through the antiquated facilities by a staff member who spoke 
bitterly of the stifling bureaucratic inefficiency, the lack of means and the ideological constraints in the 
days of the GDR. He felt that his had been a lost generation. Time had stood still here, we were 
looking at the frozen image of a once magnificent regal building, inaugurated by Wilhelm II, as our 
guide told us, but barely maintained and all but arrested in its natural development. The library had 
had little or no financial resources to purchase books on Japan, and had had to rely on exchange or 
donations. The contrast with the well-stocked Staatsbibliothek in West Berlin could not have been 
bigger. We left the building with the feeling that we had made a surrealist journey into history. 
 
The fate of books and other resources is not only impacted by the actions of man, but can equally be 
swung by nature, as we learned at last year’s conference in Newcastle. In a number of presentations 
we learned what effect earthquakes and tsunamis can have on resources, and how Japan has coped 
with these adversities in the past. We were shown telling figures about a dramatic drop in the 
operating ratio of NACSIS-CAT in the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake last year. Recovery of 
services after an earthquake constituted a major challenge for the librarians and resource specialists 
involved. This was an aspect that until last year many of us had not envisioned as a real possibility. 
That was just one of the many fascinating topics dealt with at last year’s conference in Newcastle. We 
were treated to a series of informative presentations, as well as a pleasant and instructive excursion, 
with plenty opportunity for exchange and networking. Dr. Moretti, aided by some members of the 
board invested a great deal of energy and time in the organization, and the result was up to 
expectation. The number of registered participants to last year’s conference was impressive. We 
registered no less than 80 participants. Dr. Moretti also secured the funds to invite three high-profile 
speakers from Japan, including Mr. Hashiguchi K�nosuke (Seishind� Bookseller and Seikei 
University), who gave a stimulating keynote lecture on problems of identifying publishers and selling 
agents of books during the Edo period. He was so kind as to publish a report on the conference in the 
October issue of Nihon kosho ts�shin (no. 987). 
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When leafing through this year’s programme, you will notice that more than ever, digitalization and 
databases figure prominent in our profession. Accessibility of Japanese resources through digital 
media has been and continues to be one of our major topics. Developments are so fast, that if you go 
back to a conference programme of a few years ago you will notice that many presentations have 
become outdated in the meantime or at least need a serious update. Somewhat more impervious to 
change are the presentations that introduce special collections and holdings, usually of an antiquarian 
nature. But here too digitization is proceeding apace, facing us with a growing need to look for a 
consensus on standardization in cataloguing and consider the creation of a portal that would provide 
access to all databases and catalogues of antiquarian materials. A third category of topics we have 
traditionally featured are those dealing with art history in the broadest sense. This year there are a 
number of intriguing presentations on prints and photographs as historical sources. 
 
A fourth category is the construction of networks, an important element in our day-to-day activities. 
Networks by their very nature tend to be volatile, but some of our members have been very efficient in 
building and maintaining some of these networks, and that is certainly something to follow up in the 
future. In the framework of the networks we must tackle the problem of open sources versus 
proprietary databases, in order to keep the flow of information payable in the future. In this connection 
the work of the European consortium can only become more important.  
 
In recent years we have witnessed a significant change in the conditions surrounding Japanese 
Studies. Interest in Chinese and Korean Studies has risen spectacularly, a trend that is compelling 
Japanese Studies to reflect on how to position itself in this new constellation. Within Japanese Studies 
the various expressions and genres of popular culture are drawing increasing attention from interested 
students. Many scholars and librarians who started their professional careers in the period of fast 
expansion of Japanese studies, during the seventies and eighties, are now near the retirement age. A 
new generation is taking over which needs to adapt to the new conditions and take on the new 
challenges. It is one of the missions of the EAJRS and related bodies to assist young scholars and 
professionals in Japanese resources in making that transition. They need to acquire the necessary 
knowledge and skills to tap into the new resources that are becoming available. Access to the culture 
and the society of modern Japan and the building of new networks in these areas are some of the 
challenges facing us. 
 
Many of us are "one person libraries," who, although by definition small, perform very vital roles in our 
respective countries, providing the basis on which academic research on Japan rests. In addition, 
many equally play an important role in the field of culture and cultural exchange. As “one person 
libraries” Japan resource specialists in Europe often work in relative isolation, and not infrequently, 
their institutional position is weak. It is therefore vital that they make the best possible use of the 
networks available to them, and we hope that the EAJRS serves a useful purpose in that respect. 
 
Although we call ourselves a European association, over the years we have been very fortunate in 
having Japanese and American experts taking a strong interest in our activities and enriching our 
exchanges with their expertise and experience. We welcome our Japanese and American participants 
and thank them for the interest they take in our activities and the development that we note in Europe. 
We also benefit from Japanese and North American networks. In this respect I want to draw your 
attention to two new initiatives taken in 2012: The NCC Guide to Research Access in Japanese 
Museums, Libraries, and Archives, and the Junior Japanese Studies librarian training workshop at the 
University of Toronto.  
 
This year’s programme is conceived very much in the line of its successful predecessors: we have 
general sessions and sessions on special topics. As we have been wont to do, we are also paying 
attention to the local or national context of the venue. Thus the programme includes one session on 
resources in Germany, just as we had presentations on Japanese Resources in the North East of 
Great Britain at last year’s conference. We are paying a visit to the Museum of Asian Art in Dahlem 
and to the Mori Ogai Memorial Center, which has agreed to open its doors for a special tour for us on 
a Saturday. This year, thanks to the funding of the Japan Foundation we have been able to invite one 
speaker from Japan for the Nagasakigaku session, as well as five younger resource specialists from 
hitherto underrepresented countries. 
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Last year EAJRS concluded a memorandum with NIJL (National Institute of Japanese Literature) to 
implement a three year NIJL programme of kuzushiji workshops in Europe, conducted by Prof. 
Imanishi Y�ichir�, Director of NIJL. Last year two workshops were held: one in Oxford and one in 
Leuven. This year Zürich University has hosted a workshop in February. The EAJRS has extended its 
support to the Tenri Antiqurian Cataloguing Workshop Phase II, which is being launched this year. The 
call for applications has closed and the selection process has started. In addition, EAJRS is also 
supporting the Japan Specialist Workshop, organized jointly by the National Diet Library and I-House 
(International House of Japan) library. Last year we heard a report on the second workshop. The third 
one is scheduled for early 2013. 
 
Furthermore, EAJRS also supports the initiative taken by the European NACSIS-CAT Training 
Committee of the Japan Library Group to organize two European NACSIS-CAT Training Workshops 
(Zürich workshop and Alsace workshop) in 2012 in collaboration with the National Institute of 
Informatics (NII), Japanische Bibliothek, Ostasiatisches Seminar der Universität Zürich, Centre 
Européen d’Etudes Japonaises d’Alsace (CEEJA), and Université de Strasbourg, Département 
d’études japonaises. 
 
In concluding, I want to extend my gratitude to the direction and the staff of the Staatsbibliothek for 
accepting to be our host and for the willingness and unstinting efforts invested in the preparation of the 
conference: Ms. Schneider-Kempf, Director General of Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Mr. Matthias Kaun, 
Head of East Asia Department, Ms. Ursula Flache, Deputy Head of East Asia Department, and Head 
of Japanese Section, and Mr. Christian Dunkel, Japanese Section. 
 
I have no doubt that the conference “Bridging the Gap” will be a very stimulating and rewarding 
experience. On behalf of the board of the EAJRS, we wish you a fruitful and exciting conference 2012. 
 
W.F. Vande Walle 
Chairman EAJRS 
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Minutes of the General Assembly of the EAJRS on 10 September 2011 concluding 
the 22nd Conference of the EAJRS in Newcastle (7–10 September 2011) 

1.  Approval of the minutes of the 21st Conference held in Genoa 
The minutes are approved unanimously. 
 
2.  Venue for the 2012 EAJRS Conference 
Ms. Ursula Flache and Mr. Christian Dunkel expressed the willingness of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin 
Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Ostasienabteilung, to host the 2012 conference. Ursula Flache and Christian 
Dunkel will be in charge of the preparations. The location of the facility remains to be decided: the 
venue will be either the Simon-Bolivar-Saal or the Lessing Saal. The assembly voices the hope that 
hosting the conference at Berlin will provide an extra incentive for resource specialists from Germany 
and Eastern European countries to attend in great numbers. 
 
3.  The timing of next year’s conference 
The dates proposed by the Berlin hosts are 19 September through 22, 2012. For Sheffield and 
Manchester this poses a problem, since the academic year starts in the third week of September 
(induction week). 
Note: the conference of the European Association of Sinological Librarians (EASL) is scheduled from 
5 through 8 September 2012. Given that Mr. Matthias Kaun, Head of the East Asia Department at the 
Staatsbibliothek, is attending the EASL conference, and in view of other constraints as well, the week 
of 17 through 22 September turns out to be the only possible time window. 
 
4.  Funding 
Application will be filed to the Japan Foundation to seek funding for the Berlin conference. The Board 
tables a proposal to collect a “registration fee” next year, to be paid at the moment of registration. The 
registration fee will be around 30 euros and 15 euros for students. For American participants, there is 
no need for international money transfers beforehand. It will suffice that you inform us of your intention 
to participate and pay the fee upon arrival.  
 
5.  Newsletter 
This year no newsletter was printed due to lack of funding. The abstracts, the PP presentations and/or 
the text of each presentation have already been uploaded by Hans Coppens on the EAJRS website. 
The presenters who did not deliver their file to Hans Coppens and still wish it to be uploaded on the 
EAJRS website, are kindly requested to send them in. Each presenter can also upload the text 
himself/herself, in which case a password is required. Hans Coppens will transmit a password upon 
simple request. 
 
6.  Format of the Berlin conference 
We have received a proposal for a hands-on workshop for participants and students, to be conducted 
by the vendors in the afternoon of the first day of the conference. What is meant by the term “hands-
on” here? A number of screens (3) will be installed, where interested persons can test for themselves 
the use of Yomidasu Rekishikan, Kikuzô II Visual and JapanKnowledge. Each person will have the 
opportunity to test the database for about 20 minutes, assisted by someone from the providing vendor. 
After the workshop is finished, tables will be rearranged to accommodate the usual display of 
commercial materials from the vendors. The vendors have voiced the need to provide more time 
during the conference for informal or person to person contacts: longer coffee breaks and/or earlier 
closure time of the day, in order to facilitate contacts with vendors. These changes in the format will be 
done in the light of a better service to the vendors, who pay a contribution of 100 euro. 
 
7.  Report from the Secretary 
The Secretary provided  statistics on the number of attendants, and their national affiliation. This year 
there were 74 applications, with 27 presenters among them. 40 participants were from Europe, 30 
from Japan, 4 from North America (US and Canada). 9 persons were vendors/providers who 
represented their company. This year there were no participants from Eastern Europe, China or 
Taiwan. The staff included the Chairman, the Secretary, the local organizer, Hamish Todd, Antony 
Boussemart, and the other members of the board.   
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8.  Deadline for applications for the 2012 Conference 
The Board proposes the date of 30 May 2012 as the deadline for the submission of applications and 
the abstract. A member of the Board notes that in the light of the more flexible programme, selection of 
proposals may impose itself. Early application is therefore recommended. Criteria for selection will 
include: The proximity of the topic dealt with to the core area of interest of EAJRS. This will be the 
prime criterion. 
Secondary criteria may be: 1. country otherwise not represented, 2. first time attendance and 
presentation, 3. East European affiliation of the proposer (there are few if any dedicated librarians of 
Japanese studies in East European countries, but there are young scholars with interest in the 
activities and area of interest of EAJRS), 4. the country of origin, 5. first come first serve.  
Note: However close the topic may be to core area of interest of EAJRS, latecomers cannot have 
priority over applications already selected and entered into the programme. 
 
9.  The Board 
The assembly confirms the names of the board members as given in the previous meeting and 
included in the approved minutes, i.e. Antony Boussemart, Ursula Flache, Noboru Koyama, Laura 
Moretti, Hamish Todd, Izumi Tytler, W.F. Vande Walle, Paul Wijsman, Naomi Yabe Magnussen. 
 
10. Miscellaneous 
� Hamish Todd will take on the liaison between EAJRS and NCC: he will attend a workshop on 

teambuilding and report on EAJRS activities to NCC. 
� European consortium of Asian Studies librarians: no further development has been reported.  
� EAJRS logo: The previous attempt to design an EAJRS logo has brought no result. Ursula Flache 

suggests asking a personal acquaintance of hers who is a designer for her help. 
� The second Kuzushiji workshop by Prof. Imanishi from the National Institute of Japanese Literature 

will be held at Leuven University from 25 to 27 October 2011. �������	
��will be 
freely distributed to workshop participants. Registration is required. Those interested in attending 
may send an email to nicholas.peeters@arts.kuleuven.be in order to register. 

� Next year’s Kuzushiji workshop will be held at Zürich University, but for subsequent workshops, 
prospective venues are still being looked for. 

� Those unable to join the Kuzushiji workshop by Prof. Imanishi workshop, may attend as an 
alternative the workshop at the British library, in English, with Peter Kornicki and Laura Moretti, in 
June 2012. 

� The chairman reminds the assembly of NCC's new project to develop an online Guide to Research 
Affiliation as an aid tool for those wishing to study or carry out research at Japanese institutions.   

� The assembly sends its warmest greetings to Paul Wijsman, and deeply regrets he could not join 
the meeting. We sign a card to convey our best wishes. Izumi Tytler will mail the card to Paul. The 
chairman will also convey the assembly’s greetings on his next visit to Leiden. 

 
11. Words of gratitude and appreciation 
� The Chairman extends his gratitude to the local organizer Dr. Laura Moretti and to her 

collaborators, as well as to Hamish Todd, Antony Boussemart, and to the other members of the 
Board, as well as to Hans Coppens.  

� Thanks to the session chairpersons: Hamish Todd, Antony Boussemart, Laura Moretti, Izumi Tytler 
for the Nacsis Cat Clinic and workshop, and other Nacsis related initiatives, Naomi Yabe 
Magnussen, and Noboru Koyama. 

� Thanks to the School of Modern Languages for hosting the conference and offering the reception, 
to the East Asian Studies Section, the Language Resource Centre, the Faculty Liaison Librarian 
Lucy Keating, to the personnel of the Robinson Library, and to Lesley Robinson of the Laing Art 
Gallery.  

� Thanks to the staff of Durham University’s Oriental Museum. 
� Thanks to the presenters and appreciation for the papers delivered. 
� Thanks to all attendants.  
 
12. Closing of the general assembly and the conference 
W.F. Vande Walle 
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Wednesday, September 19, 2012 

 
09.00 h – 10.00 h Registration  

 
 
10.00 h – 10.30 h 

 
Opening ceremony 

 Welcome greetings by Ms. Schneider-Kempf, Director General of 
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin 
Welcome greetings by His Excellency, Mr. Nakane Takeshi, Japanese 
Ambassador 
Welcome greetings by Mr. Matthias Kaun, Head of East Asia Department 
Opening address by Prof. Willy Vande Walle, Chairman of the EAJRS 
 

 
10.30 h – 11.20 h Panel: ������������������� �!"#$%&'()"

*+,�-.After making digital images of pre-modern books available 
on line on a large scale, what must we do next? (Chair: Ms. Laura 
Moretti) 
 

10.30 h – 10.50 h Ellis TINIOS (University of Leeds): The role of institutional cooperation in the 
further development of on-line image databases of Edo-period (/0123�
�������4�54��*6�,78'9:;#<=>?@�AB) 
(ENG) 
 

10.50 h – 11.10 h AKAMA Ryo (Art Research Centre, Ritsumeikan University): C3���� 
�DE"���FG�HIJKLMN (Progress of ARC's digitizing 
technique and the integrating information on pre-modern books: practical 
applications) (JPN) 
 

11.10 h – 11.20 h General discussion 
 

 
11.20 h – 12.30 h Digitization (Chair: Mr. Antony Boussemart) 

 
11.20 h – 11.40 h OKUDA Tomoko (The National Diet Library, Tokyo): Digital library service 

after mass digitization in the National Diet Library (OPOQRST'U:,�
������ V�WXRSTY4Z�) (ENG) 
 

11.40 h – 12.00 h YAMADA Hitomi (The Resource Center for the History of Entrepreneurship,  
Shibusawa Eiichi Memorial Foundation): Shibusawa Eiichi Denki Shiryo: from 
historical materials to digital media ([\]^_`abcd �bce"fg�
hi"���� �) (JPN) 
 

12.00 h – 12.20 h YAMADA MCVEY Kuniko (Harvard-Yenching Library, Harvard University): 
Digitization of Bruno Petzold scrolls collection (jklm4�nopqrstu
vwx��WX "y�Lz) (ENG) 
 

12.20 h – 12.30 h General discussion 
 

 
12.30 h – 14.00 h Lunch break (90 minutes) 
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14.00 h – 15.30 h Graphic resources (Chair: Mr. Hamish Todd) 

 
14.00 h – 14.20 h TATSUNO Naoko and Frederik CRYNS (both International Research Center 

for Japanese Studies, Nichibunken): {��4|�[}��nQ~�����
�d�R2'=�,_�� (The illustrations in Montanus' Atlas Japannensis, 
a reconsideration) (JPN) 
 

14.20 h – 14.40 h KUWABARA Setsuko (Independent scholar, formerly: Japanese-German 
Center Berlin, Library): Japanese copperplate prints in the 19th C. (����
��2�) (ENG) 
 

14.40 h – 15.00 h KOYAMA Noboru (Cambridge University Library): The Ikeda Mission 
(Yokohama Sako Danpan Shisetsudan, 1864) and photography (�����
����������#1864�"��) (ENG) 
 

15.00 h – 15.20 h TANI Akiyoshi and OUCHI Hidenori (both Historiographical Institute, The 
University of Tokyo): 19���3=��������e"�3� ¡¢�£
¤¥¦§ (A study of photographs taken in the 19th century as the material to 
recognize Japan) (JPN) 
 

15.20 h – 15.30 h General discussion 
 

 
15.30 h – 16.00 h Coffee break (30 minutes) 

 
 
16.00 h – 17.30 h General session (Chair: Mr. Noboru Koyama) 

 
16.00 h – 16.20 h Olga BARBASIEWICZ (Cardinal Stefan Wyszy�ski University, Warsaw): 

Japanese resources in analysing the Japanese places of memory created 
after 1945 (1945¨©VªP*+;�3�a«¬%!,�b®¯°) (ENG) 
 

16.20 h – 16.40 h Fabiano ROCHA (University of Toronto Libraries): Junior Japanese Studies 
Librarian Training Workshop report and survey results (ENG) 
 

16.40 h – 17.00 h OGAWA Yoshimi (Yokohama National University) and SHIGEMORI-BU�AR 
Chikako (University of Ljubljana): The Japanese language instruction in 
Germany and Austria before 1945: knowledge and information obtained in 
multifaceted research (±²��3³´µ�¶·¸�—¹º¥��»¼;½¾
"bc) (JPN) 
 

17.00 h – 17.20 h NAKAMURA Sumiko (Independent scholar): ¿À�ÁghÂÃÄ;ÅÆÇÈ
ÉO�2Ê 4Ë- 160¨�ÌÍÀÎÁg (More than 160 years old – four 
woodblocks by Utagawa Toyokuni III that have survived in a different form) 
(JPN) 
 

17.20 h – 17.30 h General discussion 
 

 
19.00 h – 20.30 h Reception in the Japanese Embassy  
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Thursday, September 20, 2012 

 
08.30 h – 09.00 h Group 1, tour of Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Potsdamer Straße building  

 
 
09.00 h – 10.40 h Nagasakigaku (Chair: Mr. Willy Vande Walle) 

 
09.00 h – 09.10 h Willy VANDE WALLE: Introduction 

 
09.10 h – 09.40 h YABUTA Yutaka (Kansai University): ÏTÐ/0ÑÆ�ÒÓ"�ÔÕÖÐ 

(Chinese Residences in Nagasaki in Tokugawa Japan) (JPN)  
 

09.40 h – 10.10 h MIYASAKA Masahide (Nagasaki Junshin Catholic University): ×m�JØ�
���wÙ���ÚÛw4Ü��=�ÝS¦§�Þß"àá (The present 
and future studies of the von Brandenstein family collection of Siebold 
research papers) (JPN) 
 

10.10 h – 10.40 h Stephan KÖCK (Ruhr-Universität, Bochum, Faculty of East Asian Studies, 
Japanese History): Siebold and Bochum – an unexpected combination, on the 
contents and activities of conservation of the Ruhr-Universität Bochum’s 
Sieboldiana-Collection (w4Ü��"Ü4×â – ãä�åæIçè ��4�
�éÜ4×â#w4Ü��êëìJtuvwx��íî"ïð�Kñ'òó

g) (ENG) 
 

 
10.40 h – 11.10 h Coffee break (30 minutes) 

 
 
11.10 h – 12.40 h Electronic Resources (Chair: Mr. Antony Boussemart) 

 
11.10 h – 11.30 h Ulrich APEL (Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen): Innovative approaches to 

references in electronic dictionaries – bridging gaps between media, different 
projects and general or specialist dictionaries (WXôS'U:,õö�;÷
�øù¥ëúû4ü � ý�êë>#úû�þv�>#_�J��ôS>�
��kúÀ�÷,) (ENG) 
 

11.30 h – 11.50 h KAWAWADA Akiko (Hiroshima University Library): On the need for the 
establishment of a worldwide digital archive of the history of pre-modern 
science in Japan (/01��é�bcÀHI f;����Jë4	�Ø

�'òóg) (ENG) 
 

11.50 h – 12.10 h YOSHIDA Shin (The Centre for East Asian Studies of the University of 
Heidelberg): ����ÑÆ��ÆC�S�J�4Ø�[����Sd 
�����¨�"�JØ���[��������d�����¨�
(Modern Bible translation into Japanese in the Digital Age. The Gospel 
according to Matthew by Jonathan Goble (1871) and the New Testament by 
Nathan Brown (1875)) (JPN) 
 

12.10 h – 12.30 h Helena GAUDEKOVÁ (National Museum – Náprstek Museum of Asian, 
African and American Cultures): Creating and using digital resources in the 
Japanese Collection – Náprstek Museum of Asian, African and American 
Cultures, Prague (�3tuvwx�'U:,����M �!""�L#
NAPRSTEKë�ë#ë×$	#ëý$	%&'Ý (sT)ú�*) (ENG) 
� 

12.30 h – 12.40 h General discussion 
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12.40 h – 12.50 h Report by Mr. Antony BOUSSEMART about the Japan Specialist  

Workshop 2012 
 

 
12.50 h – 14.30 h Lunch break (100 minutes) 

 
 
14.30 h – 15.30 h NACSIS-CAT clinic/Q&A workshop (Chair: Ms. Izumi Tytler) 

 
14.30 h – 15.00 h OHMUKAI Ikki and SEKIDO Mai (both National Institute of Informatics): NII �

+ùñ9,-#".' CiNii Books'òóg (From Webcat to CiNii Books – 
Recent updates on information services in NII) (JPN) 
 

15.00 h – 15.30 h OHTSUKA Yasuyo (The British Library) and HIRANO Akira (Sainsbury 
Institute for the Study of Japanese Arts and Cultures): Clinic Q&A session on 
the cataloguing of exhibition catalogues 
 

 
15.30 h – 16.30 h Transfer to the Museum of Asian Art in Berlin/Dahlem by public 

transport on individual basis  
 

16.30 h – 18.30 h Visit to the Museum of Asian Art (Berlin/Dahlem) conducted by Mr. 
Alexander HOFMANN and his colleagues 
 

19.00 h 
 

Traditional dinner at Alter Krug in Berlin/Dahlem 
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Friday, September 21, 2012 

 
08.30 h – 09.00 h Group 2, tour of Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Potsdamer Straße building  

 
09.00 h – 10.00 h Presentation of Japanese rare books from the collection of 

Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin (Mr. Christian Dunkel) 
 

10.00 h – 10.30 h Coffee break (30 minutes) 
 

 
10.30 h – 12.30 h Resources in Germany (Chair: Mr. Christian Dunkel) 

 
10.30 h – 11.00 h Andreas METTENLEITER (Siebold-Gesellschaft Würzburg e.V., Institut für 

Geschichte der Medizin der Universität Würzburg): German POWs in Japan – 
materials in the library and archives of the Siebold-Museum Würzburg (ENG) 
 

11.00 h – 11.30 h Hartmut WALRAVENS (Independent scholar, formerly: Staatsbibliothek zu 
Berlin): Oscar Nachod and Japanese Studies (ENG) 
 

11.30 h – 12.00 h Antje PAPIST-MATSUO (FU Berlin, Institute of Art History, Department of 
East Asian Art): The Bergmann-Vollmer Collection of Japanese Art (�3/0
�5�v1�J×m�14�tuvwx�) (ENG) 
 

12.00 h – 12.30 h Ursula FLACHE (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, East Asia Department): n�l�
�3é'U:,5�$�OPRST�AB  (The role of Staatsbibliothek zu 
Berlin with respect to Japanese Studies in Germany) (JPN) 
 

 
12.30 h – 14.00 h Lunch break (90 minutes) 

 
 
14.00 h – 17.00 h Vendors workshop on Japanese electronic resources: database 

presentations and hands-on session 
 Japan Center for Asian Historical Records (HIRANO Muneaki, OONO Taikan) 

Kinokuniya (ASAI Hideaki, KANO Hirotatsu), NetAdvance (TANAKA Masashi) 
Nikkei Europe Ltd. (HIRAKAWA Jun, MATSUMIYA Sachiko), The Asahi 
Shimbun (NAKAGAMA Yukiko), The Yomiuri Shimbun (OTA Makoto)  
 

 
15.30 h – 16.00 h Coffee break in between (30 minutes) 

 
 
17.00 h – 18.10 h Institutions in Eastern Europe (Chair: Ms. Ursula Flache) 

 
17.00 h – 17.20 h Maja LENCZOWSKA (University of Warsaw): Has the Iron Curtain turned 

digital? (2�	4	�%���� *+;-) (ENG) 
 

17.20 h – 17.40 h Steluta Mariana MAXIM (University of Bucharest): Ø	u���é�3³é�
�RS3)Þß"45úû�þv��G6 (Account of the Japanese 
Language Department Library of the University of Bucharest. Current state 
and future projects) (JPN) 
 

17.40 h – 18.00 h Jurgita POLONSKAITE (Centre of Oriental Studies, Vilnius University, 
Lithuania): Orientalistics Reading Room Collection at Vilnius University 
Library (7ê$8Ù��éRSTÛ�$9���Jtuvwx�'òóg) 
(ENG) 
 

18.00 h – 18.10 h General discussion 
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Saturday, September 22, 2012 

 
09.00 h – 09.50 Museum collections (Chair: Ms. Naomi Yabe Magnussen) 

 
09.00 h – 09.20 h Markéta HÁNOVÁ (National Gallery in Prague): Japanese art collection in the 

heart of Europe: the National Gallery in Prague (:4ûk;�Ô<'U:,�
3/0tuvwx�=ú�*OP/0T) (ENG) 
 

09.20 h – 09.40 h HASEGAWA-SOCKEEL Masako (Musée  Guimet, Bibliothèque): �ý/0T
RSTÛ�>Ç3'òóg (Books of ky�ka in the collection of the Guimet 
Museum’s Library) (JPN) 
 

09.40 h – 09.50 h General discussion 
 

 
09.50 h – 10.20 h Coffee break (30 minutes) 

 
 
10.20 h – 11.10 h Pre-modern materials (Chair: Ms. Laura Moretti) 

 
10.20 h – 10.40 h YAMAMOTO Tokuro (Kansai University): ×$klJ��ú�[?@s³d2

3¦§ (Research on block-printed books of Ise Monogatari by Fritz Rumpf) 
(JPN) 
 

10.40 h – 11.00 h MATSUDA Yasuyo (Yamaguchi University, Faculty of Humanities & Graduate 
School of the Humanities): �3��/0SsABCDEFaGH[BIJd
K3�¦§ (Studies of “Wariinch�”: sales licence record books of wholesale 
bookshops in the city of Edo in early modern Japan)  (JPN) 
 

11.00 h – 11.10 h General discussion 
 

 
11.10 h – 12.10 h Annual General Assembly of the EAJRS 

 
12.10 h End of the conference 

 
12.10 h – 14.00 h Lunch break (110 minutes) 

 
14.00 h – 15.00 h 
15.30 h – 16.30 h 

Group 1 (max. 25 people), optional visit to Mori Ogai Memorial Centre 
Group 2 (max. 25 people), optional visit to Mori Ogai Memorial Centre 
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AKAMA Ryo (Art Research Centre, Ritsumeikan University) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Progress of ARC's digitizing technique and the integrating information on 
pre-modern books: practical applications 

Title (JPN) C3���� �DE"���FG�HIJKLMN 

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
First, I will report on the current state of ARC’s digitization project for Japanese illustrated books. 

We have developed a technique that allows us to capture around 1,500 images a day. Abroad the 
project is progressing at fever pitch. In Japan, the pace is not so quick but already the quantity of 
online books has reached critical mass. An essential requirement is a portal database to integrate the 
information scattered in various Japanese, European and American websites. 

In this paper, I will introduce the portal database, created by ARC, for Japanese pre-modern 
books, which provides access to over 18,000 titles mainly from Japanese sites. Two features of this 
portal database deserve notice:  (1) This portal has a function that allows for the annotation of every 
page. (2) Because the viewer does not rely on a specific system, the performance of the viewer 
simply follows the browser’s function. The first feature is very important in next stage of book image 
database development. ARC’s page viewer employs the “ArtWiki” system, which is the same as the 
Wikipedia system. By that function, for each page of a book a user can accumulate extensive 
annotations and even transcriptions (honkoku) of the original texts. We have also created a separate 
system exclusively for building up a library of honkoku. 

Some institutions, having made digital images and lists of their holdings available online, have 
identified the creation of dense annotations and detailed explanations as the next step in their online 
scholarly catalogue projects. However, I suppose that by using this portal database, we will achieve a 
transformation of explanations and annotations, by providing a new dimension to the provision of 
content. With regard to this point, please give consideration to using the CMS-based web-display 
system established by the Ritsumeikan Art Research Center. 
 
' PLT ARC {��'M,�������� N0»O#���PQt1RO#	ý��S'òÂ
TU 1500t1ÀFV"fgó,)W�N0'MX#ÞY#×$4ë/0Tú�7þ�4tuvwx
�#Yu���é1uZÝ[#ú�*OP(sT�\»�������� %]^kü»D_`)
a;#�3�Û<=»b���� %Dæ#����� *+;bc`:»b#cd»OFGÀ
effÂ+�óßg'�Xòò!,) 
 ' ARC »O#Whf;ßg'Içèg#���������ÀHI¥'ij�,k4���4�5
4��lLÀmnf;)3w�	â»O#ÞY#Webo»_�pm*+;��� 18,000"qÀHI
fgijFV"fgó,)a;#(1)pm×m41k�'MrgO#j4�stÑ'bj4�uv»
�ëw	4wx�xyÀFV"�, ARC Page Viewer »st»Â,)(2)W� ViewerO#Ø��z
4�<V�æ'{|fgó,;÷#+bN0m7�}óØ��z4�<V'Mrg~'+ù���
À�ï�,)W� 2 ���ÒO#Þß��Y���w�	â"O��'��,)"Xç:#�ý4
� DB  �&� �'UógS�FG"íîFG"���O��'�,;÷#�uv»�FGx�
<VO�)»!,) 
' k4�� DB� Page ViewerO#�ArtWiki"óh wikipedia"��w�	âÀ�ój4�uv»
�ÒÝ¸áÀa�»Â,)��b��FV»!%#��<V'òógO#��' Wiki �w�	âÀ
m7fg#�L����3Ý��ÀFV"fgó,) 
�Û<=%ÞYD÷Mh"fgó,�����é0	�û O#�����'M,bc$��

¡���pm�&��	kú'U:,¢£�¸á¡¤aÀ¥¦fgó,)f-f#k4�� DB À
KL�,W"»#¸á¡¤a�a�O§&¤�íî'�îfgó."¨©*+,)W��'òóg

b#PLT ARC%ªªfgó, CMS�WX8«w�	âÀ�rg��f;ó) 
�
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APEL, Ulrich (Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Innovative approaches to references in electronic dictionaries – bridging 
gaps between media, different projects and general or specialist 
dictionaries 

Title (JPN) 
 

WXôS'U:,õö�;÷�øù¥ëúû4ü' ¬' ý�êë>#ú

û�þv�>#_�J��ôS>���kúÀ�÷,�

Language of the paper English 

 
Traditionally most electronic dictionaries for the Japanese language were electronic versions of 

printed dictionaries. Look-up became much faster but other advantages of electronic media -- for 
example the possibilities of presenting information as hypertext with links between dictionary sections 
and to other resources or sorting methods other than pronunciation or character code points -- didn't 
play major roles. 

There should be a lot of ways to enhance electronic dictionaries. In this talk, we will give a number 
of examples from the Japanese-German dictionary project “WaDokuJT“ <wadoku.eu> (although 
some exist only as a proof of concept at this stage): 
� dictionary entries are connected to sub-entries like examples of usage and example sentences via 

database relations  
� pronunciation of entries can be presented not only in Japanese kana or DIN standard R�maji 

transcription but also as audio file spoken by a former TV announcer  
� graphic information is presented by scalable image files  
� stroke order of Japanese characters is presented as animation  
� corresponding dictionary entries of a now public domain print dictionary are included as scanned 

graphic file  
� corresponding entries in printed dictionaries are referred to by page number  
� corresponding entries in an archeological specialist dictionary can be opened from a link to its 

page in Google Books  
� queries with no results in the dictionary can be forwarded to other dictionary projects 
'

5��3³�WXôSO�®¯%I¯ôS�WX2»!r;)�°,}±Oo%r;%#WX

²��³òy�����¬¬´Áµ#ôS�¶vwx�>�$�v¡��$·4�¸�$�vÀ¹

h*�;4	
��"fgFGÀº«»Â,#7�¡Ý»¼½vª©ä�¾N»¯¿»Â,¬¬O

�Â�ABÀÀ;fgOó�-r;)'

WXôS�ÁÀÂ÷,¾NO;.*_!,OÃ»!,)37Ä»O#��³ôSúû�þv�

�ÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÆÏÈÉÊÐÑÊÒ-6¹R�´Àº«�,�;`f
© ��b�bÓÔ�)'

� ôS�¾Õf³À#�4�54��=�ÀÖfg�L´¡´Ý�Mh�×vØ¥'ÙÄx:,'
� ¾Õf³�7�O#��¡n�lÚÛqÜÝ�Þßû41»à�`:»�.#¤ëì��Y4'
M,7���á×â��'Mrgbº«�,'

� ��FGÀãäFV��ý4�×â��'Mrgº«�,'
'
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BARBASIEWICZ, Olga (Cardinal Stefan Wyszy�ski University, Warsaw) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Japanese resources in analysing the Japanese places of memory 
created after 1945.   

Title (JPN) åæçè¨©VªP*+;�3�a«¬%!,�b®¯°'

Language of the paper English 

 
French historian Pierre Nora is an author of the historical documents on the history and culture of 

the French nation, titled "Les Lieux de mémoire" in  which he shows the activities which aim is to 
stimulate the remembering of the past. In my presentation I would like to show such  movements in 
Japan, while showing this problem on the exemplary lieux de memoire such as Okinawa Prefectural 
Peace Memorial Museum or Hiroshima Peace Memorial. Reffering to these places, I will present the 
problem of dealing with Japanese electronic resources. The non-material places such us pressure 
groups will also be considered. 
 
éêÑëëÑ'ìÈëÆ#×����í�é�O îÑï'îêÑÊð'ÏÑ' ñòñÈêëÑ"óh×����O%�Ý "í�

'òóg�í�S¿�!n�»�)W�S¿»ôõÀöh;÷�÷ø�KñÀ«fa�)ù�7Ä

'O�3'U:,#W�Mh�KñÀ«f;ó"öóa�)´"fgúûüTCýþbcT#TC

aþbcT�\À¾è;ó"öóa�)W�'��óg����b®¯°f;ó"öóa�)�

¬���\b�sÁ¥�"fg«f;ó"öóa�)'
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Flache, Ursula (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, East Asia Department) 
Title (ENG) 
 

The role of Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin with respect to Japanese Studies in 
Germany 

Title (JPN) n�l��3é'U:,5�$�OPRST�AB 

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
Germany as a whole has a decentralised library system. However, there are several libraries with 

national duties and various mechanisms for nationwide cooperation between libraries. In this talk the 
position of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin within this framework will be introduced with a special focus 
on the services provided for Japanese Studies in Germany. In particular, the system of a nationwide 
coordination of special collections funded by the German Research Foundation 
(“Sondersammelgebietssystem”) and the features of the virtual subject library CrossAsia will be 
introduced: 
� special collection of East Asian language material (humanities and social sciences) 
� special ILL system for East Asian language material > acquisition on user request 
� digital collection (copyright free material) 
� reference service (in person in the reading room, requests via email/Question Point) 
� exchange of official publications with the National Diet Library 
� responsibility for title authority headings of periodicals and name authority headings 
CrossAsia: 
� internet discussion forum 
� file hosting service (CrossAsia Campus) 
� meta search of online catalogues and databases 
� OGEA guide (link list for East Asian studies) 
� licensed databases > usage limited to registered users 
� introductions for users (in Berlin and throughout Germany)  
� newsletter 

 
n�l�RSTO�3¥'O»O�.��ð�×'ª-+gó,)f-f#n�l��'	�,


�À�hRSTba;|Yf#R�¦�RSTO�O���ú��'r;����¬=�'!

,)W�7Ä»O#n�l�RSTw�	â'U:,5�$�OPRST�ABÀ,-f#n�l

'U:,�3é'º�fgó,Y4Z�¸��À!g,)�'n�l¦§���Q�German 
Research Foundation�%¨�À�Õ�,n�l�O�����§tuvwx�w�	â�Ä�4
ü����RST CrossAsia���'òóg��;ó= 
� }ë�ëó³Ý���§tuvwx��dÝ�éJ~Q�é�'
� }ë�ëó³Ý���§ �îîw�	â' Ò' �4z4$v9��'��ÂÝ�À���,'
� ����tuvwx�� "!"#�Ý��'
� u×âu��Y4Z��st3í#ý4��Ä $ÊÑï%êÈ&'éÈê&% '(�AóIçè�'
� OPOQRST"�)*Õ2sÕ+'
� ,��������4�J �����4��ðf'
CrossAsia: 
� ���4-k�o�.�ú�k�×m4â'
� �������u4�Y4Z�(CrossAsia 
��;�) 
� �4�54��Ä OPAC�ý�Y4ü 
� OGEAZ�n�}ë�ëé9:�$�ve� 
� ��¶��À/:;�4�54�º�' > 0G*+gó,�4z4�æ�LFV 
� �4z4Z�1���5�$��Än�l�O»¶2�'
� 8Ù4�u�47�'
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GAUDEKOVÁ, Helena (National Museum – Náprstek Museum of Asian, African and  
American Cultures) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Creating and using digital resources in the Japanese Collection – 
Naprstek Museum of Asian, African and American Cultures, Prague 

Title (JPN) �3tuvwx�'U:,����M �!""�L#NAPRSTEK 
ë�ë#ë×$	#ëý$	%& Ý (sT)ú�* 

Language of the paper English 

 
In my talk I would like to show how the Japanese Collection of the Naprstek Museum of Asian, 

African and American Cultures is handling the need for digitalisation. I would like to give a first-hand 
account of the ways we manage to have different parts of our collection digitised. Also I would like to 
present the interactive web page “esbirky.cz”, which is currently being newly launched. Digitalised 
items from the Japanese Collection of the Naprstek Museum play an important role in the “esbirky.cz” 
project, although our Museum is just one of the many institutions taking part. Apart from this, I would 
also like to present a series of interactive Collection catalogues (on CD-ROMs) –  different parts of 
our Japanese Collection have been researched and published in the form of CD-ROM catalogues 
featuring a whole range of digitised material from the Collection. Finally I would like to summarise the 
way we (i.e. curators in the Japanese Collection) learn to use digital resources for our own research 
and education programmes.  
 
ù��á»#ì3é45Ì67 ë�ë#ë×$	#ëý$	%&'Ý (sT%ó-�,¾NÀLóg�

��� w�	â�8)'9Ágó,-À,-*ègó;`Â;ó"öh):ø%tuvwx�

À#;ø�¾N»ó-'���� f;-#¶'<-6=�f;ó"öh)a;:ø%ùf.>M

fgó,?¾9@�þØj4�AÑïBêëÉCÐDEFb,-f;ó"öh):%(sTO#õ��,R¹

ó<=�_ò'ôG�ó%#ì3é45Ì67 (sT��3tuvwx������ ë�	â

O#FÑïBêëÉCÐDEFúû�þv�'Uóg���)�ABÀHrgó,)a;#:tuvwx��

IJ#KLM	�û �?¾9@w$4NÀ,-f;ó):%�3tuvwx��;ø�®¯OI

J#KLM	�û Oß»¦§#Õ2*+gó,)W�IJ#KLM»OW+6tuvwx���

��� *+;1	$ë��(sTPÛq�À��QRS'ç;rg¾,W"%»Â,)+V'

:ø���çT�3tuvwx��éUV6�%#ó-':ø�¦§a;WXúû �â�;÷'

W�����M ��LÀé_»ó,¾NÀ)Y*ègó;`Â;ó)'
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HÁNOVÁ, Markéta (National Gallery in Prague) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Japanese art collection in the heart of Europe: the National Gallery in 
Prague 

Title (JPN) :4ûk;�Ô<'U:,�3/0tuvwx�=ú�*OP/0T'

Language of the paper English 

 
    The collection of Japanese art forms a rich and unique part of the Asian art department which was 
established in 1952 as a separate entity under the aegis of the National Gallery. To date, the 
collection has acquired 5563 works of art from Japan such as ukiyo-e prints, illustrated books e-hon, 
paintings, Buddhist art, porcelain, lacquerware, netsuke, tsuba, cloisonné or contemporary 
calligraphy. The greatest part of the Japanese art works contains 4000 woodblock prints spanning 
the entire development of the ukiyo-e tradition.   
    The corner stone for the assemblage was laid partly by the transfer of artwork from some chateau 
and state-owned collections but also private collectors such as Emil Orlik, Sigismund Bouška or Joe 
Hloucha. While Orlik and Bouška acquired some of their ukiyo-e hanga from the European market 
(Paris – the Hayashi collection or Berlin), Hloucha purchased ukiyo-e and e-hon mainly in Japan. 
While the main core of the Hloucha’s collection of ukiyo-e is housed in the Naprstek Museum, his e-
hon collection is deposited in the National Gallery and forms a unique collection of ca 600 volumes 
from the Edo-Meiji periods. Thanks to the recent digitization by the Art Research Center of 
Ritsumeikan University both his collections of ukiyo-e and e-hon becomes unified so that the 
characteristics of his collection has now become apparent. The paper will also introduce major 
exhibitions of these three collectors in the Czech lands in the first two decades of the 20th centuries.  
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HASEGAWA-SOCKEEL Masako (Musée Guimet, Bibliothèque) 
Title (ENG) Books of ky�ka in the collection of the Guimet Museum’s Library 

Title (JPN) �ý/0TRSTÛ�>Ç3'òóg' '

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
The library of the Guimet Museum owns about 1400 books (4700 volumes) in its collection of 

Japanese antiquarian material. 3 per cent of them (about 40 books) deal with ky�ka.  Initially, ky�ka 
was a hobby in the high society of Western Japan (Kyoto, Osaka). With the passing of time, it spread 
among the popular classes to reach its greatest expansion in Edo during the Tenmei era. We will 
summarize the history of ky�ka, and examine its bibliographical features, with examples chosen from 
the collections of the Guimet Museum . 

 
�ý/0TRSTÛ�C�Stuvwx�Y åçZZ�����Y ç[ZZ \��hT#]''^'!;

,Y'çZ ����_\%#>Ç3»!,)`÷o¾»Ö�f;>ÇOoÖ�a�bc»!r;)ÑÆ

%×,'rg�d f#/0'Uóge�ÑÆ'+f1ÀgÁ,)>Ç�Àhu'ijf#�ý

Û3À´'"X�%6S�é¥���Àkæ,)'
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KAWAWADA Akiko (Hiroshima University Library) 
Title (ENG) 
 

On the need for the establishment of a worldwide digital archive of the 
history of pre-modern science in Japan 

Title (JPN) /01��é�bcÀHI f;����Jë4	�Ø
�'òóg�

Language of the paper English 

 
Astronomy, mathematics and medicine are considered to be the main fields of East Asian practical 

traditional science. Since they were first absorbed from China, the three sciences had been adapted 
for use in Japan. After the middle Edo period, traditional Japanese science flowered uniquely from 
region to region. There remain in Japan many manuscripts, hand-written or printed books and 
scientific equipment made by scholars. 

This paper especially puts a focus on the history of the improvement of astronomy and 
cartography, for instance, the Natori collection (�lÝ[) in the Tohoku University library and the 
Sue (m/ÚÝS) manuscripts in Osaki city in Miyagi prefecture. Harunaka Natori (�lno 1759-
1834) was involved in the production of the folding screen depicting “Kunyu Wanguo Quantu (p�q
r�s)” that was made in Osaki in around 1820’s. 

Because Chinese classics have not been taught due to post-war education reform, the traditional 
sciences are not accessible to younger generations who consequently show little interest in them. 
Furthermore, due to tough economic times starting in the mid-1990’s, Japan’s government are 
apprehensive about spending related to cultural properties. In these times, it is essential to establish 
a worldwide effort to consolidate and preserve Japanese Edo-era scientific materials that exist in 
libraries in Japan and abroad.   
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KOYAMA Noboru (Cambridge University Library) 
Title (ENG) 
 

The Ikeda Mission (Yokohama Sako Danpan Shisetsudan, 1864) and 
photography 

Title (JPN) ���������������#åtuç�"��'

Language of the paper English 

 
   The opening of Japan (Kaikoku) started with the Kanagawa Treaty of 1854 and the Ansei 
Commercial Treaties of 1856-58.  In 1860, the Bakufu dispatched its first overseas mission (Kenbei 
Shisetsudan) to the United States, in order to ratify the Ansei Treaty with the United States.  In 1862, 
the Bakufu sent the Takeuchi Mission (Kaishi Kaiko Enki Kosho Shisetsudan) to Europe to postpone 
the opening of two cities and two ports for five years.  In 1864, the Bakufu dispatched the Ikeda 
Mission (Yokohama Sako Danpan Shisetsudan) to France in order to negotiate about the closure of 
Yokohama.  Finally, the Bakufu sent an overseas mission under Tokugawa Akitake to participate in 
the Paris Exposition of 1867 (the Banpaku Mission).  
   By the time these overseas missions were dispatched, photography was widespread in the West, 
and the members of the missions were photographed in Paris and elsewhere.  In 1864, in Paris, the 
members of the Ikeda Mission were invited to the photographic studios of Félix Nadar, Jacques-
Philippe Potteau and Numa Blanc.  Recognizing the usefulness of photographs for anthropological 
purposes, photographers such as Jacques-Philippe Potteau particularly welcomed exotic visitors 
from countries, such as Japan.  On the other hand, overseas missions presented rare opportunities 
for their Japanese participants to experience “barbarian countries”, and many of them kept diaries 
and made copious written records about their travels.  As a result of the diaries and records left by 
the member’s of the Ikeda Mission (1864), we can find out much about the circumstances behind the 
photographs taken of them.  The Japanese women who were photographed in Paris alongside the 
members of the Japanese missions provide a further subject of interest, in particular whether these 
Japanese women had accompanied the Ikeda Mission or the later Banpaku Mission of 1867.  I would 
like to refer to this issue too, if the time permits. 
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KÖCK, Stefan (Ruhr-Universität, Bochum, Faculty of East Asian Studies, Japanese History) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Siebold and Bochum – an unexpected combination, on the contents and 
activities of conservation of the Ruhr-Universität Bochum’s Sieboldiana-
Collection 

Title (JPN) 
 

w4Ü��"Ü4×â'v'ãä�åæIçè¬�4��éÜ4×â#w4

Ü��êëìJtuvwx��íî"ïð�Kñ'òóg'

Language of the paper English 

 
The Sieboldiana-Collection of the Ruhr-Universität Bochum’s department of Japanology 

comprises arguably the largest collection of documents of Philipp Franz von Siebold. Since the late 
1980s when measures of preservation and cataloguing where completed, the collection is accessible 
for scientific research. The developments in electronic media have opened up new opportunities for 
preservation of archival material. Today there is a steady interest in the collection and scholars of 
various academic fields are visiting the Ruhr-Universität and use the documents in their research. 
This talk will give a brief introduction to the Sieboldiana collections history, the nature of the 
documents and recent activities to foster preservation and accessibility of the archival material. 
 
�4��éÜ4×â�3éxw�w4Ü��êëìJtuvwx�O×ê$kúJ×��lJ×
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KUWABARA Setsuko (Independent scholar, formerly: Japanese-German Center Berlin, 
Library) 
Title (ENG) Japanese copperplate prints in the 19th Century. 

Title (JPN) ������2�'

Language of the paper English 

 
In contrast to the religious engravings of the Christian missionaries in Japan at the end of the 16th 

century. and the 18th century. etchings by artists like Shiba Kôkan, Aôdô Denzen etc. who had 
learned the art from European books brought to Japan by the Dutch East India Company, the 
Japanese copperplate prints in the 19th century. have not drawn attention for a long time. As these 
prints were collected by foreign visitors after the opening of Japan just like the woodblock prints 
museums and libraries abroad have collections of them, although they are not as coveted as the 
ukiyoe prints. Is it not time to pay attention to these small-sized pieces of art?     
'
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LENCZOWSKA, Maja (University of Warsaw) 
Title (ENG) Has the Iron Curtain turned digital? 

Title (JPN) 2�	4	�%���� *+;-'

Language of the paper English 

 
The University of Warsaw’s Section for Japanese Studies hosts one of the largest libraries of 

materials related to Japan in Poland. For the last few years, our institution has been working towards 
building a full digital catalogue of the resources gathered in this collection. Up to date we have 
catalogued 17.146 tomes, which constitutes for roughly 70% of all the books that the library owns. All 
of the catalogued materials are available, albeit with restrictions, to students, academic staff and 
broad audience. 

In my talk I will be focusing on the challenges that we have faced in the task of building a full 
digital catalogue. Some of those problems can be called general (like the ever-increasing number of 
books) and relevant to any librarian who deals with Japanese studies, others can be presented as 
specific to the environment of our University (ex. a shared library and lecture space). I will also touch 
upon the ways in which the library acquires materials, hosts them and enables public access, 
hopefully providing the listener with some insight into what was once a collection lost behind the iron 
curtain and is now striving not to be shut behind a digital one. 
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MATSUDA Yasuyo (Yamaguchi University, Faculty of Humanities & Graduate School of the 
Humanities) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Studies of “Wariinch�”: sales licence record books of wholesale 
bookshops in the city of Edo in early modern Japan 

Title (JPN) �3��/0SsABCDEFaGH[BIJdK3�¦§'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
The historical records generally called “Wariinch�” are copies of the sales licence record ledgers 

of wholesale bookshops in the city of Edo in early modern Japan. No original ledgers have so far 
been discovered. Four copies are known: in the possession of the Tokyo National Museum, the 
Iwase Library, the Seikado Bunko Art Museum, and the Ueno Library (National Diet Library).  

In this paper, a fifth copy will be introduced – the “Wariinch� Fukuhon” in the possession of 
T�hoku University Library’s Kan� Collection. A report on its physical characteristics will be given, as 
well as considerations about its formation based on multiple accession records in the Kan� 
Collection. Finally its relation to the various other copies of “Wariinch�” will be argued based on its 
physical characteristics. 
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MAXIM, Steluta Mariana (University of Bucharest) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Account of the Japanese Language Department Library of the University 
of Bucharest. Current state and future projects 

Title (JPN) Ø	u���é�3³é��RS3)Þß"45úû�þv��G6 

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
In this paper I would like to talk about my work at the Japanese Language Department Library 

within the University of Bucharest. The main points of my discussion are:  
1. Library profile:  
The library belongs to the Japanese Language Department of the University of Bucharest 
2. Library management:  
The books are divided into thematic domains: society, literature, religion. I will talk about the reasons 
why some domains are better equipped, as for example history is, and why others are poorer, in our 
case economy and politics, and about the ways to improve this current state.   
3. Book acquisition methods:  
The library has acquired books via grants received from Japan Foundation and Tokyo Foundation. 
There have also been individual donations from former students.  
4. Current state and recent improvements:  
During the past year there has been a change of book lending records. I will talk about the 
improvements and problems that appeared when these changes were made. An improvement of the 
communication between the librarian and the students was possible by creating an email address, 
which also raised the efficiency of the librarian’s performance.  
5. Collaborations:  
An important collaboration will be established with the recently formed library of the Centre of 
Japanese Studies, University of Bucharest, which was founded in 2010.  
6. Special projects:  
One special project was entitled “The Night of the Libraries in Pitar Mos, 12-13th January 2012”, when 
most of the libraries of the Foreign Languages and Literatures Faculty of the University of Bucharest 
opened their doors for an entire night, one of the active participant and organizer being the Japanese 
Language Department Library.  
7. Cultural activities of the library: 
As special cultural activities performed in the library room, we developed, because of the interest 
shown by the students, regular workshops of sumie and shodo.  
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METTENLEITER, Andreas (Siebold-Gesellschaft Würzburg e.V., Institut für Geschichte der 
Medizin der Univ. Würzburg) 
Title (ENG) 
 

German POWs in Japan – Materials in the library and archives of the 
Siebold-Museum Würzburg 

Title (JPN) – 

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
After the fall of the German colony Tsingtau in November, 1914, thousands of POWs were taken 

to Japan and kept in camps until 1919/20. This short chapter of German-Japanese history still 
remains a fascinating period of intercultural exchange. As now, about one century after WW I, the 
last eye witnesses have passed away, only written documents and photographs remain. 

Thanks to lucky circumstances, the Siebold Gesellschaft e.V. was able to buy the private papers 
of a Würzburg salesman and Tsingtau veteran, Wilhelm Köberlein (1890-1952). The papers are not 
only remarkable due to the huge number of personal letters and diary notes illustrating the writer’s 
feelings and adventures, but also due the numerous photographs taken by Koeberlein himself. He 
was lucky enough to own one of the rare cameras and earned some extra money as a ‘camp 
photographer’. Therefore, this collection offers a very personal, brilliantly illustrated insight into the 
everyday life during the short military campaign and the long years of imprisonment in Japan. 

The Würzburg materials were used to write a newspaper series which appeared afterwards as an 
illustrated book with Japanese summaries. Furthermore, a large exhibition on the history of the 
German POWs was organised in the Siebold-Museum in 2001. In the meantime, the Köberlein 
papers had to be sold to Japan. On the other hand, personal papers of other Tsingtau veterans could 
by gathered by gifts and eventual acquisitions. Apart from photographs, the books and journals 
published and printed in the camps form an interesting target of research. 
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MIYASAKA Masahide (Nagasaki Junshin Catholic University) 
Title (ENG) 
 

The present and future studies of the von Brandenstein family collection 
of Siebold research papers. 

Title (JPN) 
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Language of the paper Japanese 

 
Since 1983, I have been investigating, researching and collating a database of the Siebold 

research papers of the von Brandenstein-Zeppelin family of Schleuchtern, Hessen, in Germany. As 
direct descendants of the famous Japan researcher Philip Franz von Siebold and his 2 sons 
Alexander and Heinrich, who in turn helped to form a bridge between early Meiji Japan and western 
Europe, their collection includes a huge quantity of papers, maps, pictures and photographs. In this 
report, I would like to outline our findings so far, and to identify further areas for research.  
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NAKAMURA Sumiko (Independent scholar) 
Title (ENG) 
 

More than 160 years old – four woodblock by Utagawa Toyokuni III that 
have survived in a different form 

Title (JPN) ¿À�ÁghÂÃÄ;ÅÆÇÈÉO�2Ê çËô'åuZ¨�ÌÍÀÎÁg'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
In October 2011 a photograph of a woodblock appeared in an ukiyo-e catalogue.  It is rare for one 

woodblock from the late Edo period to survive till the present but according to the explanation there 
were a total of four blocks including one for Yakusha T�kaid�. However, the woodblocks in the 
photograph looked slightly different to the prints that I have seen. In this presentation I will discuss 
these woodblocks. 
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OGAWA Yoshimi (Yokohama National University) and SHIGEMORI-BU�AR Chikako  
(University of Ljubljana) 
Title (ENG) 
 

The Japanese language instruction in Germany and Austria before 1945: 
knowledge and information obtained in multifaceted research 

Title (JPN) ±²��3³´µ�¶·¸��¹º¥��»¼;½¾"bc'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
From 1930s till 1945, there were considerable changes in cultural exchange between 

Germany/Austria and Japan, in particular in Japanese language instruction.  It was proposed as long 
ago as the 1980s that research was needed to clarify the pre-war situation of the Japanese language 
education in this part of Europe. 
   Ogawa (2010) clarifies the rapid development of Japanese language instruction during this period: 
the Japanese and European policies of cultural projects, the personnel and wages, learners and 
contents of instruction etc.  These findings are based not only on the archived materials in Europe, 
but also on Japanese diplomatic records, diaries, letters and lecture notes of the Japanese lecturers.  
During the research process, we had a rare opportunity of interviewing a former pupil at a secondary 
school in Templin/Uckermark, who learned Japanese in 1944 as a required elective subject. The 
interview was interactive and extremely valuable, allowing us to verify details of some unexpected 
content on the spot. 
   The discussions concerning language instruction at the time were conducted in the Japan-German 
Cultural Liaison Council.  The minutes and supplementary materials may be referred to in both 
European and Japanese archives: we realise the great importance of plural viewpoints in 
reconstructing historical facts. 
   Another example is the newest findings on a Korean lecturer/student who taught Japanese in the 
Diplomatic Academy in Vienna. Records on his activities in Vienna between 1930s and 40s were 
found not in Vienna, but in archived materials in Finland and Japan. 
   This paper presents our unique findings and demonstrates possibilities of research in a wider 
perspective. 
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� OGAWA Yoshimi & SHIGEMORI BUCAR Chikako (2012) “To Yu-Ho as lecturer for Japanese 
language and his contacts in Vienna”,  A conference/workshop organized by Korean Studies at 
the University of Vienna as part of the project New findings on early informal exchange and 
personal relations between Koreans and citizens of either the Austrian-Hungarian monarchy or its 
successor-states, 30.-31.1.2012. 

� Shigemori Bu�ar, Chikako & Ogawa, Yoshimi (2009) 1930¨-6 çè¨�n�l'U:,�3é�
3³´µ¬�3d´����-6æ;Ý �Û�¥¥"¶·¬ (Japanisch- und 
Japanologieunterricht zwischen 1930 und 1945 in Deutschland: Ziel der kulturellen Unternehmen 
aufgrund der Eigenschaften der japanischen Lektoren) In: DISTELRATH, Günther (Hrsg.). 
Referate des 13. Deutschsprachigen Japanologentages. 1., Kultur- und Sprachwissenschaft, 
(Bonner Asienstudien, Bd 8/1). Berlin: EB-Verlag, cop., str. 419-430.  

� SHIGEMORI BUCAR Chikako (2011) “Language teaching and beyond. Lecturers in interwar years 
in Europe”, Koreawissenschaftliche Tage Wien 2011 (25.-26. Nov.), Koreanologie am Institut für 
Ostasienwissenschaften der Univ. Wien. 
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OHMUKAI Ikki and SEKIDO Mai (National Institute of Informatics, Japan) 
Title (ENG) 
 

From Webcat to CiNii Books – Recent updates on information services in 
NII 

Title (JPN) ì��'�+ùñ9,-#".' -êìêê'.ÈÈÉï'òóg'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
The National Institute of Informatics (NII) launched a new service "CiNii Books" 

<http://ci.nii.ac.jp/books/> in November, 2011. CiNii Books is the search interface for NACSIS-CAT, 
which is the bibliographic utility of Japanese books and journals, and is the successor of NACSIS 
Webcat. (NACSIS Webcat will be stopped on March 8, 2013.) It has higher functions than Webcat 
such as detailed search and sophisticated holding library list which can be limited, etc. In this 
presentation we will introduce CiNii Books' recent updates and useful tips for users abroad. We will 
also mention other information services of NII: CiNii Articles, etc. 
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OKUDA Tomoko (The National Diet Library) 
Title (ENG) Digital library service after mass digitization in the National Diet Library 

Title (JPN) OPOQRST'U:,������� V�WXRSTY4Z� 

Language of the paper English 

 
The National Diet Library (NDL) undertook mass digitization of its holdings in the fiscal years 

2009-2011.  The digitized materials range from books, periodicals, and rare and old materials, to 
official gazettes and doctoral dissertations. As of May 2012, over 2.1 million items are available 
inside the facilities of the NDL, approximately 400,000 of which are made available also on the 
Internet after copyright clearance. The mass digitization was accompanied by a radical change of the 
NDL’s user services. My presentation will first demonstrate the outcome of the three-year mass 
digitization project and the current status of the NDL’s onsite and remote services using the digital 
contents. Following that, I would like to introduce the projects launched in FY2012, such as collection 
of online materials and sending of the NDL’s digitized contents to other libraries.   
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PAPIST-MATSUO, Antje (FU Berlin, Institute of Art History, Department of East Asian Art) 
Title (ENG) The Bergmann-Vollmer Collection of Japanese art 

Title (JPN) �3/0�5�v1�J×m�14�tuvwx�'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
This lecture will introduce the private German Bergmann-Vollmer Collection of Japanese art which 

has been gathered over a time period of nearly 35 years mainly in Japan. It covers a wide range of 
objects focusing on tea ceramics, lacquer wares, paintings, and prints. Whereas parts of the ceramic 
collection (in particular Momoyama period pieces) have been exhibited and scholarly published, this 
does not apply for the remaining parts of the collection. I will showcase examples of objects which 
allow some insight into the specifics of the extensive collection. 
�
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POLONSKAITE, Jurgita (Centre of Oriental Studies, Vilnius University) 
Title (ENG) Orientalistics Reading Room Collection at Vilnius University Library 

Title (JPN) 7ê$8Ù��éRSTÛ�$9���Jtuvwx�'òóg'

Language of the paper English 

 
The Centre of Oriental Studies is the major institution of Asian studies in Lithuania as well as an 

academic core unit of Vilnius University. Supported by foreign libraries and the representation offices 
of Asian countries, the Centre possesses the richest collection of Oriental sources in Lithuania and 
the other two Baltic states.  

 The Centre has been collecting books, journals and other materials since its re-establishment in 
1993 to support teaching, learning and research activities. The Orientalistics Reading Room at 
Vilnius University Library was opened in February 2011. It contains more than 10.000 books and art 
albums, over 3.000 academic journals and other periodicals, as well as audio and video documents. 
This collection includes research and studies in Asian languages, cultures, religions, philosophy, 
anthropology and art history releases, publications in original languages, fiction in foreign languages 
and the Alfred Binder oriental collection.  

In this presentation I would like to introduce the development of the Orientalistics Reading Room 
Collection. I would, additionally, like to give a brief overview of the Alfred Binder oriental collection 
and other Japan-related information resources. Finally, as more and more scholars tend to take up 
an inter-disciplinary approach to a topic, I would like to discuss the availability of the information and 
the effort to make this collection easily available for study. 
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ROCHA, Fabiano (University of Toronto Libraries) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Junior Japanese Studies Librarian Training Workshop report and survey 
results 

Title (JPN) – 

Language of the paper English 

 
The Junior Japanese Studies Librarian Training Workshop was held at the University of Toronto 

Libraries on March 12 and 13, 2012 as a pre-CEAL/AAS conference workshop.  The workshop was 
organized in response to the increasing demand for training opportunities for junior librarians who 
have joined the workforce in the recent years.  Six members of the Japan-Related Information 
Specialists in Canada Group, in cooperation with the NCC, formed the Junior Japanese Studies 
Librarian Training Taskforce in order to develop a program that provided participants with essential 
training in several aspects of Japanese librarianship. The group of junior librarians consisted of those 
who are responsible for Japanese collections, both Japanese Studies and East Asian Studies 
Librarians. The two-day workshop had 9 different sessions that covered 1) bibliographic (reference 
materials) training, 2) collection development, 3) cataloguing, 4) information literacy, 5) archives, 6) 
non-traditional library practices, 7) NCC programs and initiatives, 8) vendor presentations, and finally 
9) voices of experience session.  In this presentation, I will provide an outline of the organization and 
execution of the project, as well as the results and analysis of the Junior Japanese Studies Librarian 
Training Survey completed by the participants. 
�

 
 
TANI Akiyoshi and OUCHI Hidenori (both Historiographical Institute, The University of Tokyo) 
Title (ENG) 
 

A study of photographs taken in the 19th century as the material to 
recognize Japan 

Title (JPN) åæ���3=��������e"�3� ¡¢�£¤¥¦§'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
This presentation will explain how the Historiographical Institute, University of Tokyo is creating a 

chronology of old Japan-related photographs in both in Japanese and overseas collections that will 
allow the identification of photographer and the date  the photograph was taken.   It will also explain 
how a thorough survey of collections is being undertaken and digital images are and metadata are 
being created to build a database that will support research.  The presentation will also show how 
overseas collections of old photographs of the late Edo and early Meiji periods together with large 
collections amassed by daimyo, hatamoto and leading merchants and the Historiographical Institute’s 
collection of mid-Meiji period photographs can be used to recreate 19th century Japan. 
'
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TATSUNO Naoko and Frederik CRYNS ( both International Research Center for Japanese 
Studies, Nichibunken) 
Title (ENG) The illustrations in Montanus' Atlas Japannensis, a reconsideration 

Title (JPN) {��4|�[}��nQ~������d�R2'=�,_��'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
Montanus' Atlas Japannensis, the first comprehensive work on Japan published in the 

Netherlands in 1669, includes almost 100 illustrations depicting contemporary Japan. At first glance, 
these exuberant baroque style illustrations do not come close to representing 17th century Japan. 
This is one of the reasons why the credibility of Montanus' work has been questioned by later 
generations of Japanologists. Considering that the intaglio artists who produced the illustrations in 
the Atlas Japannensis never travelled to Japan, it is not surprising that these illustrations cannot be 
considered realistic. Nevertheless, a close analysis of the illustrations reveals a surprising accuracy 
in some aspects. By examining some selected illustrations, this presentation aims to reconsider their 
credibility. 
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TINIOS, Ellis (University of Leeds) 
 
Title (ENG) 
 

The role of institutional cooperation in the further development of on-line 
image databases of Edo-period books 

Title (JPN) 
 

/0123��������4�54��*6�,78'9:;#<=

>?@�AB 

Language of the paper English 

 
Freely accessible on-line image databases devoted to Edo-period printed books have now 

reached critical mass. The largest, maintained by the Art Research Center, Ritsumeikan University, 
currently provides direct access to high-quality digital images of over 10,000 books housed in eight 
public and private collections. Other Japanese institutions maintaining significant book image 
databases include Nichibunken, Kokubunken, Waseda University Library, and the National Diet 
Library. In the West, the British Museum is making a substantial portion of its holdings of Japanese 
books fully available on-line. The Freer-Sackler Gallery, with support from Getty, is developing a 
website to make the Pulverer books freely available.  

In previous EAJRS meetings the speakers addressed the provision of bibliographic metadata and 
argued that ‘complete’ bibliographic descriptions should not be a precondition to posting a book 
online. Today we turn to presentation and interpretation. What level of non-bibliographic metadata do 
Western institutions regard as necessary in order to facilitate user access? Is providing that level of 
metadata practical? Is it necessary? More fundamentally, who are the prospective ‘users’ and what 
does ‘access’ mean? The curatorial and IT staff at the British Museum and the Freer-Sackler Gallery 
are struggling with these questions. Without close cooperation between these and other institutions in 
the early stages of their respective projects, there is a real danger that there will be duplication of 
effort in independently commenting on and annotating books common to their collections. If dense 
annotation is a common goal, close cooperation that includes the sharing of data must be pursued. 
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WALRAVENS, Hartmut (Independent scholar, formerly Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin) 
Title (ENG) Oscar Nachod and Japanese Studies 

Title (JPN) – 

Language of the paper English 

 
Oscar Nachod (1858-1933) was one of the pioneers of Western studies on Japan. Originally a 

businessman he decided to retire and ride his hobby horse. Thus he became the chief bibliographer 
of Japanese studies in the West, together with Wenckstern and Cordier. He was mainly a historian, 
and his thesis on the history of the VCR is still a valuable work. In his time, his three-volume history 
of Japan was renowned. 

Little is known about Nachod as a person. His papers and his library did not survive. He passed 
away in 1933 and as he was from a Jewish family his name and achievements fell into oblivion – the 
tradition was lost after WW II. Only part of his ornate memorial on the Leipzig cemetery survived ... 
and his published work. 
�

 
 
YABUTA Yutaka (Kansai University) 
Title (ENG) Chinese Residences in Nagasaki in Tokugawa Japan 

Title (JPN) ÏTÐ/0ÑÆ�ÒÓ"�ÔÕÖÐ'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
The port of Nagasaki was opened in 1570. Its history, although often told in terms of the historical 

relations with Portugal, the Netherlands or England, equally marks an important page in the history of 
Sino-Japanese relations. Chinese junks putting in at the harbor, interpreters of Chinese into 
Japanese and vice versa, Chinese temples to worship Ma Tsu, goddess of the sea, as well as the 
quarter of Chinese residences demarcated in the city in 1689, all these provided the vital elements 
that made up the special system governing Sino-Japanese relations in Nagasaki after the transition 
from the Ming to the Qing dynasty. Using abundant visual material, my presentation will shed light 
upon the life and organization in the quarter of Chinese residences, arguably the most salient feature 
of the system. These data provide us with important insights about the cultural legacy Sino-Japanese 
relations during the Edo period have brought to the city of Nagasaki.    
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YAMADA Hitomi (The Resource Center for the History of Entrepreneurship, Shibusawa Eiichi 
Memorial Foundation) 
Title (ENG) Shibusa Eiichi Denki Shiryo: from historical materials to digital media 

Title (JPN) [\]^_`abcd' ¬bce"fg�hi"���� ¬'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
Shibusawa Eiichi continues to attract interest even 81 years after his death. One of the factors 

supporting this interest is the 68 volumes of the Shibusawa Eiichi Denki Shiryo (Shibusawa Eiichi 
Biographical Materials, SEDS). SEDS was the brainchild of Eiichi’s grandson, Shibusawa Keizo, a 
banker, Minister of Finance, and scholar of folklore. 

The compilation of information on Eiichi’s achievements covered numerous levels, from his own 
oral statements, to a biography compiled by his son-in-law, to biographies commissioned from 
scholars of history. It was within this context that Keizo’s vision gave birth to SEDS. My presentation 
will look back to the context in which SEDS was created and look ahead to touch on the ways in 
which the digitized SEDS might enable data analysis to offer new understandings of multi-layered 
information. 
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YAMADA MCVEY Kuniko (Harvard-Yenching Library, Harvard University) 
Title (ENG) Digitization of Bruno Petzold scrolls collection 

Title (JPN) jklm4�nopqrstuvwx��WX "y�Lz'

Language of the paper English 

 
Bruno Petzold (1878-1949), a German scholar of Buddhism, came to Japan as a journalist in 1910 

and lived there till he died in 1949. He started to teach the German language at the First High School 
(Daiichi Koto Gakko) in 1914, and took an interest in Buddhism. While teaching, he studied Japanese 
Tendai school Buddhism under Shimaji Daito, a prominent leader of the Tendai sect. Petzold became 
a Buddhist in 1923, and eventually rose to Sojo rank in 1948. He died the next year and his remains 
were interred in the pagoda on Mt. Hiei, the central site of the Tendai school. 

When Harvard-Yenching library acquired his Japanese language collection through his son Arnuff 
in 1951, some 450 scrolls accompanied as a gift. Unlike the books which were cataloged and 
integrated in the collection shortly after the accession, the scrolls had been kept untouched for nearly 
five decades. With invaluable helps from specialists including Harvard Professor John Rosenfied, 
Mrs. Fumiko Cranston, and Professor Naofumi Annaka of Rissho University the library was able to 
sort out the scrolls and catalog them in early 2012. A digitization project followed and is to be 
completed in the summer of 2012.  

These scrolls, collected by Petzold in the early 20th century, cover mostly Buddhist themes and 
are naturally strong in the Tendai sect, but other religions including Shinto, Daoism, and Tibetan 
Buddhism are represented. The majority are unsigned and undated woodblock prints, some of which 
are hand-colored. The presentation aims to introduce this newly digitized and freely available 
resource to scholars world-wide.  
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YAMAMOTO Tokuro (Kansai University) 
Title (ENG Research on block-printed books of Ise Monogatari by Fritz Rumpf  

Title (JPN) ×$klJ��ú�[?@s³d23¦§'

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
A German researcher on Japanese culture, Fritz Rumpf (1888-1949) formed a close friendship 

with many Japanese literary personalities and became a pupil of a woodblock-print artist, Bonkotsu 
IKAMI in order to learn engraving. Afterwards, he was around as a researcher on Japanese culture, 
especially ukiyoe and block printings. After 1926, he worked as a member of Japan Institute in Berlin 
and published many books. Above all, in his dissertation “Das Ise-Monogatari von 1608 und sein 
Einfluß auf die Buchillustration des XVII. Jahrhunderts in Japan” published in 1932, he investigated 
almost all block-printed books of Ise Monogatari by making the most of a large number of old block-
printed books which he  collected in Japan and brought to Germany. At that time, almost nobody had 
researched block-printed books of Ise Monogatari even in Japan; therefore, his research was very 
valuable and excellent. In this presentation, I would like to consider the significance of his study as 
well as introducing his profile. 
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YOSHIDA Shin (The Centre for East Asian Studies of the University of Heidelberg) 
Title (ENG) 
 

Modern Bible translation into Japanese in the digital age. The Gospel 
according to Matthew by Jonathan Goble (1871) and the New Testament 
by Nathan Brown (1875) 

Title (JPN) 
 

����ÑÆ��ÆC�S¬�J�4Ø�[����Sd�����

¨�"�JØ���[��������d�����¨��

Language of the paper Japanese 

 
In recent years, digitization of the Bible has progressed more and more rapidly. It was great news 

for Bible scholars that the Codex Sinaiticus was published online by the British Library, as well as the 
Dead Sea Scrolls by the Israel Antiquities Authority and Google. Previously these books may have 
only been accessible to researchers, but they are now open to everyone, signifying the coming of a 
new age for Bible study. Also, some modern Bible translations in Japanese, which libraries and 
universities own as rare books, have recently become available online. Due to the inaccessibility of 
these books, we could not take this up as an object of study. But now these studies are possible. A 
pending question for these studies is the problem of the translated word. 

The Japanese words such as “Ai (Love)”, “Kami no Megumi (Divine Grace)”,”Senrei (Baptism)” 
and ”Rippo (Law)”, which are translated from the Christian religion into Japanese, are not common in 
daily life, but they are often used in the Church. The unnatural translation of these words could be 
one of the reasons why the Japanese are not accustomed to Christianity. These unnatural 
translations come from the translation of the Bible. Most of them are based on the Japanese 
translation of the Bible of 1872 by the Bible Translation Committee, which was led by James Curtis 
Hepburn, Samuel Robbins Brown and made up of Protestant missionaries. The missionaries 
translated the Christian words into Japanese, referring to the Chinese version. This is why the 
translated words sound unnatural. However, there existed other translations which were not 
influenced by the Chinese version, for instance, the Gospel According to Matthew by Jonathan Goble 
and the New Testament by Nathan Brown. In this presentation, I will talk about these versions, which 
have rarely been studied until now, and consider their meaning. 
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Vendors workshop on Japanese electronic resources: database presentations and 
hands-on experience 

 
Japan Center for Asian Historical Records (HIRANO Muneaki, OONO Taikan) 

 
OPpÝSTë�ëí�bc¶��4�Japan Center for Asian Historical Records, National 

Archives of Japan�O#�3�í�pÝSÀ���4-k�o»�cpmfgó,�����Jë4
	�Ø»��URL' http://www.jacar.go.jp/�)'
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Kinokuniya (ASAI Hideaki, KANO Hirotatsu) 
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Kinokuniya Publications Service of London Co. Ltd. 
Hideaki Asai  asai@kinokuniya.co.uk 
Tel +44 (0)20 7734 3074  Fax +44 (0)20 7734 1804'
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NetAdvance (TANAKA Masashi) 
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Nikkei Europe Ltd. (HIRAKAWA Jun, MATSUMIYA Sachiko) 
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Tel: +44 �0�20 7421 7800 
E-mail: telecom21@eur.nikkei.com 
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The Asahi Shimbun (NAKAGAMA Yukiko) 
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Kikuzo II Visual is an online article database complete with images created by the Asahi Shimbun 

Company.  Both internationally and domestically, it is utilized by many universities and libraries.  
Searches are possible on Asahi Shimbun articles from its founding in 1879 (year 12 of the Meiji Era) 
until the present day, magazines such as AERA and Shukan Asahi, up-to-date modern dictionary 
Chiezo, the Who's Who Database, and the Historical Photo Archive which contains more than 10,000 
photographs from all over Asia from before the Manchurian Incident.   
     Not merely content, but unique search functions are also enabled.  From April of this year an 
additional 5 years, from 1985 to 1989, has been added to the previous 1879 to 1984 range for 
Historical Keyword, further facilitating systematic and exhaustive searches of articles from the 111 
year span of the Meiji, Taisho and Showa Eras, allowing searches on events, even if a specific word 
does not appear in the article.  In the workshop, techniques on how to use the ever-evolving Kikuzo II 
Visual will be taught, while including real-life examples of use.  A detailed program will be provided at 
a future time (on the appointed day). 
 

 
 
The Yomiuri Shimbun  (OTA Makoto) 
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